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Abstrat
The observational data on CMB radiation revealed that our Universe an be an ordi-
nary physial objet moving with respet to the Earth observer with the oasional initial
data. This fat allows us to apply the theory of irreduible unitary representations of the
Poinare group in order to desribe the Universe in the framework of the fundamental op-
erator quantization of General Relatvity and Standard Model of elementary partiles. The
simplest fit of the observational CMB data is given that inludes oasional gauge-invariant
and frame-ovariant initial data and their units of measurement.
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Introdution
The measurements of the Cosmi Mirowave Bakground (CMB) radiation temperature [1℄ re-
vealed the omoving frame of the Universe distinguished by its dipole omponent measured in
the rest frame of an Earth observer, i.e. his Hubble Telesope. We believe that the veloity and
and initial position are oasional values that have no relation to the equations of motion and
their fundamental parameters of the type of the Plank mass. One an say that the oasional
motion of the CMB omoving frame with respet to the rest frame of an observer returned bak
us to the historial pathway of physis, where oasional initial data are onsidered as ingredients
supplementing equations of motion of any physial theory inluding the General Relativity (GR)
[2, 3, 4℄. The oasional initial data should not depend on the equations of motion (i.e., laws of
nature) inluding their fundamental parameters of the type of the Plank mass formed by the
Newton oupling onstant in GR.
This historial tradition to separate any theory into two independent parts equations and
data gives us another admissible alternative to the main supposition of the Inflationary Model
[5℄, aording to whih the initial data of the Universe evolution in GR are defined by the Plank
mass as one of the fundamental parameters of the equations of motion.
In ontrast to the Inflationary Model, the revelation of the omoving frame of our Universe
allows us to seek explanations of osmologial problems, or part of them, with the help of the
ordinary Laplae-type questions: What are primordial values of the osmologial sale fator
(that an be onsidered here as a gauge-invariant evolution parameter [4℄) and its veloity?
What are the units of measurement of the gauge-invariant and relativisti ovariant initial data
whih an give us the simplest fit of all observational data?
The desription of the Universe in its omoving frame of referene allows us to apply for
the onstrution of gauge-invariant variables the theory of irreduible unitary representations of
the Poinare group and fundamental operator quantization of GR and Standard Model (SM) of
elementary partiles developed by Dira, Heisenberg, Pauli, and Shwinger in the ase of QED
(see [6, 7, 8℄). A question arises: What does fundamental operator quantization mean for both
the SM and GR? The answers to all these questions are the topis of the paper. We shall list here
numerous results on the fundamental quantization of GR obtained by the founders of modern
theoretial physis and give a set of theoretial and observational arguments in favor of that this
quantization of GR and SM an desribe the reation of the Universe from vauum in the frame
of referene assoiated with the CMB radiation.
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1 Fundamental Operator Quantization
1.1 Fundamental Operator Quantization of Eletrodynamis and Initial Data
Now the point of view is generally aepted that physial results in any gauge theory should not
depend on any frame of referene. This point of view is based on the Faddeev  Popov heuristi
quantization [9℄ in the frame free Lorentz gauge, as these results do not depend on gauge.
What is wrong in this assertion? Wrong is slang: frame of referene. The right omplete
phrase is frame of referene to initial data; therefore, physial results as solutions of the equa-
tions of motion depend on the initial data, given in a onrete frame, and the very equations of
motion do not depend on the frame, i.e initial data, as Galilei defined frame transformations as
the ones of initial data. The relativisti transformations are only the generalization of the Galilei
ones. Therefore, the problem of initial data in any relativisti field theory ould be solved in the
omoving frame distinguished by the unit time-like vetor (l
(0)
µ = (1, 0, 0, 0)).
In partiular, in eletrodynamis, this unit time-like vetor separates vetor field omponents
Aµ into time-like A0 and the spae-like ones Aj . The latter are split, in agreement with the
theory of irreduible representation of the Poinare group [10℄, on two transverse degrees of
freedom A
(T)
i = (δij − ∂i 1△∂j)Aj with gauge-invariant initial data (alled the photon) and
the longitudinal part A
(||)
i = ∂i
1
△∂jAj whih together with the time-like omponent A0 form
the gauge-invariant Coulomb potential A
(T)
0 = A0 − ∂0 1△∂jAj without initial data. Dira [6℄
alled this gauge-invariant funtionals A
(T)
µ ,Ψ(T) = exp{ie 1△∂jAj}Ψ the dressed fields. The
propagator of the dressed vetor field [6, 8℄
1
DRµν(q) = δµ0δν0
1
qk2
+ δµiδνj
(
δij − qiqj
qk2
)
1
q20 − q2k − iε
. (1)
ontains the instantaneous Coulomb interation that forms instantaneous atoms and moleules.
Nobody proved that these bound states formed by the Coulomb potential an be obtained by the
Faddeev-Popov heuristi quantization [9℄ in the frame free Lorentz gauge formulation (where
all field omponents are onsidered as degrees of freedom on equal footing and all photon
propagators have only the light one singularities). In fat, Faddeev [14℄ proved the equivalene
of this frame free gauge formulation with the Dira fundamental operator quantization (1) [6, 8℄
only for the sattering amplitudes of elementary partiles [12, 13℄.
To his great surprise, a ontemporary theoretiian may know that Shwinger rejeted all
Lorentz gauge formulations as unsuited to the role of providing the fundamental operator quan-
tization [7℄.
In the ontext of a onsistent desription of bound states and olletive evolution of the type
of osmologial expansion, one an ask what the fundamental operator quantization of GR is?
1.2 GR in the Comoving Frame of Referene
Einstein [15℄ proposed GR
SGR[ϕ0|F ] =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
−ϕ
2
0
6
R(g) + L(M)
]
, (2)
1
The similar relativisti-ovariant onstrution for a massive vetor eld propagator was given in [11℄
D
R
µν(q) = δµ0δν0
1
(qk2 +M2)
+ δµiδνj
(
δij −
qiqj
(qk2 +M2)
)
1
q2
0
− q2k −M
2
− iε
.
3
where ϕ0 =MPlanck
√
3/8π is the Plank mass parameter, as generalization of the Lorentz frame
group, whereas Hilbert [16℄ formulated GR so that Einstein's generalization xµ → x˜µ = x˜µ(xµ)
beame a gauge group. Reall the prinipal differene between the frame transformations and the
gauge ones. Parameters of frame transformations are treated as measurable quantities of type
of initial data, whereas parameters of the gauge transformations (i.e., diffeomorphisms) are not
measured. Diffeomorphisms mean that a part of variables are onverted into potentials without
initial data due to onstraints [17℄. All observable initial data should be gauge-invariant.
The separation of the frame transformations (here the Lorentz ones) from the gauge trans-
formations (here the general oordinate ones) an be fulfilled by using the gauge-invariant om-
ponents of Fok's symplex ω(α) defined as
ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν = ω(0)ω(0) − ω(b)ω(b); ω(α) = e(α)νdxν
where e(α)ν are the Fok tetrad the omponents of whih are marked by the general oordinate
index without a braket and the Lorentz index in brakets (α) [18℄.
The hoie of the time axis l(µ) = (1, 0, 0, 0) as the CMB omoving frame allows us to
onstrut an irreduible representation of the Poinare group by deomposition of Fok's vetor
simplex field ω(α) in aordane with the definition of the Dira Hamiltonian approah to GR
[19℄
ω(0) = ψ
6Nddx
0 ≡ ψ2ω(L)(0) , ω(b) = ψ2e(b)i(dxi +N idx0) ≡ ψ2ω
(L)
(b) , (3)
where N i is shift vetor, Nd is Dira's lapse funtion, ψ is the spatial metri determinant, e(b)j
is a triad with the unit determinant |e| = 1, and ω(L)(0) , ω
(L)
(b) are the sale-invariant Lihnerowiz
simplex [2℄ forming the sale-invariant volume dV0 ≡ ω(L)(1) ∧ω
(L)
(2) ∧ω
(L)
(3) = d
3x that oinides with
the spatial oordinate volume. This lassifiation allowed Dira to separate all omponents with
zero anonial momentum (Nd, N(b) = N
j
e(b)j) in the GR ation as the potentials (i.e. variables
without the initial data) obtained by the resolution of the energy onstraint
δS
δNd
≡ −T 00 = 0 (4)
and momentum one
δS
δNj
≡ −T j0 = 0. (5)
Equations
δS
δ logψ
≡ −Tψ = 0, (6)
δS
δe(b)j
≡ −T j(b) = 0 (7)
an be onsidered as the dynami ones.
1.3 Gauge-Invariant Variables and Spatial Coordinates
It is well known [2℄ that the onstrution of tensor and vetor variables invariant with respet to
the general spatial oordinate transformations xj → x˜j = x˜j(x0, xj) repeats the Dira onstru-
tion of QED with the one-to-one orrespondene [A
(T)
0 , A
(T)
k ] → [N (T)(b) , e
(T)
(b)k]. Eqs. (7) desribe
only two transversal gravitons distinguished by the onstraint
∂ie
(T)i
(b) ≃ 0, (8)
4
and onstraint (5) determines only two potentials from three N j (whereas the salar potential
∂j [ψ
6N j] an be arbitrary) [2, 3℄. This means that the spatial oordinates and the Lihnerowiz
volume V0 =
∫
d3x an be identified with observable in aordane with the Dira definition [6℄.
1.4 Cosmologial Sale Fator as a Gauge-Invariant Evolution Parameter
In ontrast to tensor and vetor omponents, the salar setor Nd, ψ, ∂j [ψ
6N j] in GR goes out
from the analogy with QED. The problem is the invariane of GR ation in the omoving frame
with respet to the reparametrizations of the oordinate evolution parameter: x0 → x˜0 = x˜0(x0)
[20℄. This means that the oordinate evolution parameter x0 is not observable. Therefore, the
role of a time-like variable is played by one of the dynami variables. A similar situation is in
Speial Relativity (SR), where the role of a timelike variable is played by one of the dynami
variables X0 in the World spae of events [X0|Xk]. The reparametrization invariane leads to
the energy onstraint the solution of whih with respet to the anonial momentum of the
timelike variable is identified with the energy of the relativisti partile. Reall that the primary
and seondary quantizations of the energy onstraint give the quantum field theory of partile
reation as a physial onsequene of the unitary irreduible representation of the Poinare group.
Wheeler and DeWitt [21, 22℄ proposed onsidering the reparametrization invariane in GR
in a similar manner, i.e. they proposed to generalize the onstrution of the unitary irreduible
representation of the Poinare group in the Minkowskian spae of events [X0|Xi] to the field
spae of events in GR. In the ase of the finite spae onsidered in the modern osmology for
desription of the Universe, the role of reparametrization-invariant evolution parameter (i.e. a
time-like variable in the field spae of events) is played by a osmologial sale fator a(x0). This
fator is separated by the sale transformation of all fields with a onformal weight n inluding
the metri omponents
F = an(x0)F˜ (n), gµν = a
2(x0)g˜µν
This transformation keeps the momentum onstraint T k0 = T˜
k
0 = 0, so that the osmologial
sale fator a(x0) an be onsidered as the zero mode solution of the momentum onstraint [25℄.
The separation of the osmologial sale fator is well-known as the osmologial perturba-
tion theory (where ψ˜ = 1 − Ψ/2, ψ˜6N˜d = 1 + Φ) proposed by Lifshits [23℄ in 1946 and applied
now for analysis of observational data in modern astrophysis and osmology (see [24℄). It is
generally aepted [23, 24℄ that the osmologial sale fator is an additional variable without
any onstraint for the deviation Ψ, so that
∫
d3xΨ 6= 0, and there are two zero Fourier harmonis
of the determinant logarithm instead of one. This doubling in the osmologial perturbation
theory [24℄ does not allow to express the veloities of both variables log a and
∫
d3xΨ through
their momenta and to onstrut the Hamiltonian approah to GR [3, 4℄. In order to restore
GR, the logarithm of the osmologial sale fator is identified with the Lihnerowiz spatial
averaging of the spatial determinant logarithm
log a = 〈logψ2〉 ≡ 1
V0
∫
d3x logψ2. (9)
The loal part of the spatial determinant logarithm log ψ˜2 ≡ logψ2−〈logψ2〉 satisfies the equality
δS
δ log ψ˜
≡ −Tψ + 〈Tψ〉 = 0,
∫
d3x log ψ˜2 ≡ 0. (10)
This theory was alled in [4℄ the Hamiltonian osmologial perturbation theory.
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A sale transformation of a urvature
√−gR(g) = a2
√
−g˜R(g˜) − 6a∂0
[
∂0a
√
−g˜ g˜00
]
on-
verts ation (2) into
S = S˜ −
∫
V0
dx0(∂0ϕ)
2
∫
d3xN˜−1d , (11)
where S˜ is the ation (2) in terms of metris g˜ and the running sale of all masses ϕ(x0) = ϕ0a(x
0).
The variation of this ation with respet to the new lapse funtion leads to a new energy onstraint
T 00 = T˜
0
0 −
(∂0ϕ)
2
N˜2d
= 0
(
T˜ 00 = −
δS˜
δN˜d
)
. (12)
The spatial averaging of the square root
√
T˜ 00 = ±
(∂0ϕ)
N˜d
over the Lihnerowiz volume V0 =∫
d3x gives the Hubble-like relation
ζ(±) =
∫
dx0〈N˜−1d 〉−1 = ±
∫ ϕ0
ϕ
dϕ/〈(T˜ 00 )1/2〉, (13)
where 〈F 〉 = V −10
∫
d3xF and dζ = 〈(N˜d)−1〉−1dx0 is a time-interval invariant with respet to
time-oordinate transformations x0 → x˜0 = x˜0(x0). We see that the Hubble law in the exat
GR appears as spatial averaging of the energy onstraint (12). Thus, in the ontrast to with
the generally aepted Lifshits theory [23℄ its Hamiltonian version [4℄ distinguishes the variant
time-oordinate x0 as an objet of reparametrizations from the reparametrization-invariant time
interval (13)
2
.
Just this distintion onverts the loal part of the energy onstraint (12) into equation de-
termining unambiguously the gauge-invariant Dira lapse funtion
Ninv = 〈(N˜d)−1〉N˜d = 〈(T˜ 00 )1/2〉(T˜ 00 )−1/2. (14)
The expliit dependene of T˜ 00 on ψ˜ an be given in terms of the sale-invariant Lihnerowiz
variables [2℄ ω
(L)
(µ) = ψ˜
−2ω(µ), F
(Ln) = ψ˜−nF˜ (n)
T˜ 00 = ψ˜
7△ˆψ˜ +
∑
I
ψ˜IaI/2−2τI , (15)
where △ˆψ˜ ≡ (4ϕ2/3)∂(b)∂(b)ψ˜ is the Laplae operator and τI is partial energy density marked
by the index I running a set of values I = 0 (stiff), 4 (radiation), 6 (mass), 8 (urvature), 12
(Λ-term) in aordane with a type of matter field ontributions, and a is the sale fator [3℄.
The expression (T˜ 00 )
1/2
is Hermitian if a negative ontribution of the loal determinant mo-
mentum
p
ψ˜
=
∂L
∂(∂0 log ψ˜)
≡ −4ϕ
2
3
· ∂l(ψ˜
6N l)− ∂0(ψ˜6)
ψ˜6N˜d
, (16)
is removed from the energy density (12) by the minimal surfae onstraint [6℄
p
ψ˜
≃ 0 ⇒ ∂j(ψ˜6N j) = (ψ˜6)′ (N j = N j〈N˜−1d 〉). (17)
2
Just this interval an be identied in GR with the spatial averaging of the onformal time of observable
photons as we shall see below.
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One an see that the salar setor Nint, ψ˜, ∂j [ψ˜
6N j] is ompletely determined in terms of gauge-
invariant quantities by the equations (10), (14) and (17), where Tψ in Eq. (10) is given as
Tψ|(p
ψ˜
=0) = 7Ninvψ˜
7△ˆψ˜ + ψ˜△ˆ[Ninvψ˜7] +
∑
I
Iψ˜IaI/2−2τI . (18)
These equations are in agreement with the Shwarzshild-type solution for the potentials
△ψ˜ = 0,△[Ninvψ˜7] = 0 in the empty spae τI = 0, but they strongly differ from the gauge-
invariant version [24℄ of the Lifshits perturbation theory [23℄.
First of all, the Lifshits theory [24℄ onsidering the sale fator as an additional variable
ontains double ounting of the homogeneous variable that is an obstrution to the Hamiltonian
method and quantization.
Seond, the Lifshits theory [24℄ onfuses the variant time-oordinate with the gauge-invariant
observable onformal time of a osmi photon. This onfusing loses the relativisti treatment
of the sale fator ϕ as the evolution parameter in the field spae of events [ϕ|F (L)], where its
anoni momentum is the energy as the solution of the energy onstraint. In other words, the
Lifshits theory [24℄ loses the standard Hamiltonian solution of the problem of the initial data for
the sale fator ϕ [3℄.
Third, the Lifshits theory [24℄ does not take into aount both the Dira onstraint (17)
removing the negative energy of the spatial determinant and the potential salar perturbations
formed by the determinant ψ˜ = 1+(µ−〈µ〉) in (15), where∑I ψ˜IaI/2−2τI =∑n cn(µ−〈µ〉)nτ(n),
τ(n) ≡
∑
I I
na
I
2
−2τI ≡ 〈τ(n)〉 + τ (n), and τ (n) = τ(n) − 〈τ(n)〉. The Hamiltonian osmologial
perturbation theory [3℄ leads to the salar potentials
ψ˜ = 1 +
1
2
∫
d3y
[
D(+)(x, y)T
(ψ)
(+)(y) +D(−)(x, y)T
(ψ)
(−)(y)
]
, (19)
Ninvψ˜
7 = 1− 1
2
∫
d3y
[
D(+)(x, y)T
(N)
(+) (y) +D(−)(x, y)T
(N)
(−) (y)
]
, (20)
where β =
√
1 + [〈τ(2)〉 − 14〈τ(1)〉]/(98〈τ(0)〉),
T
(ψ)
(±) = τ (0) ∓ 7β[7τ (0) − τ (1)], T
(N)
(±) = [7τ (0) − τ (1)]± (14β)−1τ (0) (21)
are the loal urrents, D(±)(x, y) are the Green funtions satisfying the equations
[±mˆ2(±) − △ˆ]D(±)(x, y) = δ3(x− y)−
1
V0
, (22)
where mˆ2(±) = 14(β ± 1)〈τ(0)〉 ∓ 〈τ(1)〉.
These Hamiltonian solutions (19) and (20) do not ontain the Lifshits-type kineti salar
perturbations explaining the CMB spetrum in the Inflationary Model [24℄; they disappear due
to the positive energy onstraint (17). Therefore, the problem arises to reprodue the CMB
spetrum by the fundamental operator quantization.
In ontrast to the Lifshits theory, the solutions (19) and (20) ontain the nonzero shift-vetor
N i of the oordinate origin with the spatial metri osillations that lead to the new mehanism
of formation of the large-sale struture of the Universe [3, 4℄.
1.5 The GR Energy and Quantum Universe
One an see that the spatial averaging of the energy onstraint (12) in terms of the sale fator
anonial momentum
Pϕ =
∂L
∂(∂0ϕ)
= −2V0∂0ϕ
〈
(N˜d)
−1
〉
= −2V0dϕ
dζ
≡ −2V0ϕ′, (23)
7
takes the form P 2ϕ−E2ϕ = 0, where Eϕ = 2
∫
d3x(T˜ 00 )
1/2
. Finally, we get the field spae of events
[ϕ|F˜ ], where ϕ is the evolution parameter, and its anonial momentum Pϕ plays the role of the
Einstein-type energy.
The primary quantization of the energy onstraint [Pˆ 2ϕ−E2ϕ]ΨL = 0 leads to the unique wave
funtion ΨL of the olletive osmi motion. The seondary quantization ΨL =
1√
2Eϕ
[A++A−]
desribes reation of a number of universes < 0|A+A−|0 >= N from the stable Bogoliubov
vauum B−|0 >= 0, where B− is Bogoliubov's operator of annihilation of the universe obtained
by the transformation A+ = αB++β∗B− in order to diagonalize equations of motion. This
ausal quantization with the minimal energy restrits the motion of the universe in the field
spae of events Eϕ > 0, ϕ0 > ϕI and Eϕ < 0, ϕ0 < ϕI , and it leads to the arrow of the time
interval ζ ≥ 0 as the quantum anomaly [3, 26℄.
1.6 Hamiltonian Redution and Problem of the Initial Data
One an onstrut the Hamiltonian form of the ation (11)
S =
∫
dx0
[∫
d3x
(∑
F
PF∂0F+C−N˜dT˜ 00
)
−Pϕ∂0ϕ+
P 2ϕ
4
∫
dx3(N˜d)−1
]
, (24)
in terms of momenta PF = [pψ˜, p
i
(b), pf ] and Pϕ given by (16) and (23), where C = N iT˜ 0i +
C0pψ˜+C(b)∂ke
k
(b) is the sum of onstraints with the Lagrangian multipliers N
i, C0, C(b) and the
energymomentum tensor omponents T˜ 0i ; these onstraints inlude the transversality ∂ie
i
(b) ≃ 0
and the Dira minimal surfae [19℄ (17).
One an find evolution of all field variables F (ϕ, xi) with respet to ϕ by the variation of the
redued ation obtained as values of the Hamiltonian form of the initial ation (24) onto the
energy onstraint (12):
S|Pϕ=±Eϕ =
ϕ0∫
ϕI
dϕ˜
{∫
d3x
[∑
F
PF∂ϕF + C¯ ∓ 2
√
T˜ 00 (ϕ˜)
]}
, (25)
where C¯ = C/∂0ϕ˜ and ϕ0 is the present-day datum that has no relation to the the initial data at
the beginning ϕ = ϕI . The redued ation (25) shows us that the initial data at the beginning
ϕ = ϕI are independent of the present-day ones at ϕ = ϕ0; therefore the proposal about the
existene of the Plank epoh ϕ = ϕ0 at the beginning [5℄ looks very doubtful in the framework
of the Hamiltonian theory. Let us onsider onsequenes of the lassial redued theory (25) and
quantization of the energy onstraint (12) without the Plank epoh at the beginning, proposing
oasional data ϕ = ϕI , ϕ
′
I in agreement with the historial tradition and the Hamiltonian theory.
2 Observational Data in Terms of Sale-Invariant Variables
Let us assume that the density T 00 = ρ(0)(ϕ)+Tf ontains a tremendous osmologial bakground
ρ(0)(ϕ). The low-energy deomposition of redued ation (25) 2dϕ
√
T˜ 00 = 2dϕ
√
ρ(0) + Tf =
dϕ
[
2
√
ρ(0) + Tf/
√
ρ(0)
]
+ ... over field density Tf gives the sum S|Pϕ=+Eϕ = S(+)cosmic+S(+)field+ . . .,
where the first term of this sum S
(+)
cosmic = +2V0
ϕ0∫
ϕI
dϕ
√
ρ(0)(ϕ) is the redued osmologial ation,
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whereas the seond one is the standard field ation of GR and SM
S
(+)
field =
ζ0∫
ζI
dζ
∫
d3x
[∑
F
PF∂ηF + C¯ − Tf
]
(26)
in the spae determined by the interval ds2 = dζ2−∑a[e(a)i(dxi+N idζ)]2; ∂iei(a) = 0, ∂iN i = 0
with onformal time dη = dζ = dϕ/ρ
1/2
(0) as the gauge-invariant and sale-invariant quantity,
oordinate distane r = |x|, and running massesm(ζ) = a(ζ)m0. We see that the orrespondene
priniple leads to the theory, where the sale-invariant onformal variables and oordinates are
identified with the observable ones and the osmi evolution with the evolution of masses:
Eemission
E0
=
matom(η0 − r)
matom(η0)
=
ϕ(η0 − r)
ϕ0
= a(η0 − r) = 1
1 + z
.
The onformal observable distane r loses the fator a, in omparison with the nononformal
one R = ar. Therefore, in this ase, the redshift  oordinate-distane relation dη = dϕ/
√
ρ0(ϕ)
orresponds to a different equation of state than in the standard one [27, 28℄. The best fit
to the data inluding osmologial SN observations [29, 30℄ requires a osmologial onstant
ΩΛ = 0.7, ΩCDM = 0.3 in the ase of the Friedmann sale-variant quantities of standard
osmology, whereas for the sale-invariant onformal quantities these data are onsistent with
the dominane of the stiff state of a free salar field ΩStiff = 0.85 ± 0.15, ΩCDM = 0.15 ± 0.10
[27℄. If ΩStiff = 1, we have the square root dependene of the sale fator on onformal time
a(η) =
√
1 + 2H0(η − η0). Just this time dependene of the sale fator on the measurable time
(here  onformal one) is used for a desription of the primordial nuleosynthesis [28, 31℄. Thus,
the stiff state formed by a free salar field [27, 28℄ an desribe in the relative (onformal) units
all epohs inluding the reation of a quantum universe at ϕ(η = 0) = ϕI ,H(η = 0) = HI .
3 Creation of Matter and Initial Data of the Universe
The initial data ϕI ,HI of the universe an be determined from the parameters of matter osmo-
logially reated from the stable quantum vauum at the beginning of the universe.
1. The Standard Model in the framework of the perturbation theory and the fundamental
operator quantization of SM [11℄ shows us that W-,Z-vetor bosons have maximal probability of
the osmologial reation due to their mass singularity. The unertainty priniple △E · △η ≥ 1
(where △E = 2MI,△η = 1/(2HI)) testifies that these bosons an be reated from vauum at
the moment when their Compton length defined by the inverse mass M−1I = (aIMW)
−1
is lose
to the universe horizon defined in the stiff state as H−1I = a
2
I (H0)
−1
. Equating these quantities
MI = HI one an estimate the initial data of the sale fator a
2
I = (H0/MW)
2/3 = 10−29 and the
Hubble parameter HI = 10
29H0 ∼ 1 mm−1 ∼ 3K [32, 33℄.
2. The ollisions and sattering proesses with the ross-setion σ ∼ 1/M2I an lead to
onformal temperature Tc. This temperature an be estimated from the ondition that the
relaxation time is lose to the life-time of the universe, i.e., an be estimated from the equation in
the kineti theory η−1relaxation ∼ n(Tc)× σ ∼ H. As the distribution funtions of the longitudinal
vetor bosons demonstrate a large ontribution of relativisti momenta [33℄ n(Tc) ∼ T 3c , this
kineti equation gives the temperature of relativisti bosons Tc ∼ (M2I HI)1/3 = (M20H0)1/3 ∼ 3K
as a onserved number of osmi evolution ompatible with the SN data [27℄. We an see that
this value is surprisingly lose to the observed temperature of the CMB radiation Tc = TCMB =
2.73 K. The equations desribing the longitudinal vetor bosons in SM, in this ase, are lose to
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the equations that are used in the Inflationary Model [24℄ for desription of the power primordial
spetrum of the CMB radiation.
3. The primordial mesons before their deays polarize the Dira fermion vauum and give
the baryon asymmetry frozen by the CP  violation so that nb/nγ ∼ XCP ∼ 10−9, Ωb ∼
αQED/ sin
2 θWeinberg ∼ 0.03, and ΩR ∼ 10−4 [33℄.
All these results testify to that all visible matter an be a produt of deays of primordial
bosons, and the observational data on CMB reflet rather parameters of the primordial bosons,
than the matter at the time of reombination. In partiular, the length of the semi-irle on
the surfae of the last emission of photons at the life-time of W-bosons in terms of the length
of an emitter (i.e. M−1W (ηL) = (αW /2)
1/3(Tc)
−1
) is π · 2/αW . It is lose to the value of orbital
momentum with the maximal ∆T : l(∆Tmax) ∼ π · 2/αW ∼ 210, whereas (△T/T ) is proportional
to the inverse number of emitters (αW )
3 ∼ 10−5.
The temperature history of the expanding universe looks in relative units like the history
of evolution of masses of elementary partiles in the old universe with the onstant onformal
temperature Tc = a(η)T = 2.73 K of the osmi mirowave bakground.
The nonzero shift vetor and the salar potentials given by Eqs. (19) and (20) determine in
relative units [27℄ the parameter of spatial osillations m2(−) =
6
7H
2
0 [ΩR(z+1)
2+ 92ΩMass(z+1)].
The redshifts in the reombination epoh zr ∼ 1100 and the lustering parameter rclust. =
π/m(−) ∼ π/[H0Ω1/2R (1 + zr)] ∼ 130Mpc reently disovered in the researhes of large sale
periodiity in redshift distribution [34℄ lead to a reasonable value of the radiation-type density
(inluding the relativisti baryon matter one) 10−4 < ΩR ∼ 3 · 10−3 at the time of this epoh.
Conlusion
The observational astrophysial data on CMB radiation revealed that our Universe an be an
ordinary physial objet moving with respet to the Earth observer with oasional initial data.
This revelation returns us bak to the historial traditions of physis beginning with Ptolemaeus'
rest frame, Copernius' omoving one, and Galilei's frame transformations as the initial data
ones, and finishing by representations of the Poinare group as the basis of fundamental operator
quantization that inludes oasional gauge-invariant and frame-ovariant initial data and their
units of measurement. In the ontext of the history of physis as a whole, in order to explain
the World, a modern Laplae should ask for the initial data of the gauge-invariant variables
measured in the relative units in the omoving frame of referene of this World.
The gauge-invariant variables mean here nothing but the appliation of the standard theory
of the unitary irreduible representations of the Poinare group based on the time-like unit vetor
that distinguishes the omoving frame in the Minkowskian spae-time. Another frame means a
hoie of another time-like unit vetor onneted with the first one by the Lorentz transformation
that leads to the dipole omponent of the CMB temperature [1℄.
We gave here a set of numerous arguments in favor of that the fundamental operator quan-
tization an be a real theoretial basis for a further detailed investigation of astrophysial obser-
vational data, inluding CMB flutuations.
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